List of Chapters:

Introduction of new technologies
- Design of New FIT
- Development of i-VTEC Gasoline Engine for 2008 Model Year Honda FIT
- Metal Pushing V-belt for Torque Converter-type CVT for 1.5-Liter Class Vehicles
- Development of High-performance Diesel Engine Compliant with Euro-V
- Development of 2.4 L i-VTEC Gasoline Engine for 2008 Model Year ACCORD
- Development of V6 Engine with New Variable Cylinder Management
- Computational Method to Calculate Flow Rate Distribution through Radiator
- CAE Analysis for Development of Magnesium Cross Car Beam
- Mechanism of Trapping Air Cleaner Particles and High-performance Filter Element
- Paint Film Technology for Automotive Exterior
- Development of New Pearl White Color for Body Coating
- Verification Test of Solar-powered Hydrogen Station (SHS) with Photovoltaic Modules
- 2007 Model CBR1000RRW for Suzuka 8 hours World Endurance Championship Race
- Development of Small Fuel Pump Module for Motorcycles
- Honda R&D Technical Review April 2008 One-coat Paint for Motorcycle Engine Magnesium Cylinder Head Cover
- Development of Handle Type Electric Wheelchair Simulator

Technical papers
- Removal of Grounding Cable from Hydrogen Fueling Process
- Development of Ultra-fine Grained Stainless Steel by Nitrogen Absorption Treatment for Gaskets
- Development of High-strength Structural Steel for Welding
- Environmentally Friendly Wax for Corrosion Protection
- Development of High-strength Case-hardened Boron Steel
- Study of “LONG” Lighting System for Enhanced Motorcycle Conspicuity
- Enhancement of Vibration Analysis Accuracy Using FE Model Applied by Three-dimensional Measurement Technology
- Modelling Carpet for Use in Occupant Crash Simulations